A broad investigation into the hydrodynamics of liquid mercury has been motivated of late by its use in MW-scale spallation neutron sources. One area of particular concern relates to the erosion suffered by vessel walls from the cumulative effects of liquid mercury droplet impacts arising from the collapse of cavitation bubbles. The low speed (< 5 m/s) range of such events forms the focus of this paper and to this end a series of experiments is conducted on spherical droplets of diameter 2.5 mm impacting upon a dry quartz surface. A reasonable simulation of such impacts is made possible by using the VOF (volume of fluid) solver interFoam (a part of the open source package OpenFOAM) in combination with an empirical expression for the dynamic contact angle of the air-mercury-quartz system. This latter represents a 'best fit' to data obtained from high resolution imaging of the droplet profile for a range of contact line velocities. Experiment and simulation are subsequently compared throughout the stages of initial deposition, spread, recession with break-up and, finally, bounce. 
Introduction
The use of liquid mercury as a target in Megawatt-scale spallation neutron sources has provided fresh impetus for its study under a wide range of flow conditions. Of particular concern are those flows involving liquid droplet impacts and bubble collapse events , Naoe et al., 2011 , Futakawa et al., 2003 at enclosure vessel walls owing to the surface erosion they produce. In this paper we focus upon the first type of scenario and numerically/experimentally investigate various aspects of low speed (< 5 m/s) mercury droplet impacts upon a dry quartz surface. The available experimental data in this area is sparse largely on account of safety considerations and the difficulty of making accurate contact line measurements in the presence of significant dewetting (sub-droplet formation). However, one novel approach to this problem is provided by Kumar and Puthenvettil, (2010) in which mercury droplets fall under gravity along the outer periphery of a rotating drum whose axis is horizontal. By counter-rotating the drum the droplets can be held stationary with respect to the laboratory frame at specific speeds owing to a balance of the viscous, surface and gravitational forces acting on the liquid. This arrangement allows for droplet equilibriation at a welldetermined contact line speed. The only perceived disadvantage therefore is the limited range of contact line velocities that are accessible by this method, especially when compared to the results we present below in section 6 .
Otherwise, from a numerical perspective too, CFD (Computational Fluid Dynamics) simulations are few in this area owing to the large density difference in this multiphase system which requires an order of magnitude increase in mesh size when compared to the far more numerous studies involving lighter materials such as water. The current study is therefore intended to help address this deficit by contributing an empirical formula for the dynamic contact angle and subsequently, numerical/experimental 'impact force' and 'diameter evolution' data for the cases of two typical droplet impact speeds (2.42 m/s and 4.8 m/s, Naoe et al., 2010) .
During the initial deposition and spreading stages of the droplet the high density of mercury ensures that inertial forces dominate capillary effects even when the incident speeds are low. This aspect is represented by correspondingly large values of the Weber number We as defined by
in which ρ is the liquid density, U the impact speed, σ the surface tension and L is a characteristic lengthscale approximated by the droplet diameter d 0 (= 2.5 mm, Naoe et al., 2010) . The kinetic energy contained in the spreading lamella is then mostly transformed into surface energy with a small proportion lost to viscous heating at the liquid-solid interface. The evolution of the droplet impact flow might best be summarized as the deposition, spread, 'recession with breakup' and, finally, bounce phases, described in Refs. Yokoi, 2009 ,Sikalo et al., 2005 , Pasandideh-Fard et al., 1996 , Fukai et al., 1998 , and Roisman et al., 2008 . After an initial deposition phase, whose timescale approximately corresponds to L/U, the droplet spreads uniformly with some thickening occurring at the outer rim of the lamella. This outer 'wall' becomes susceptible to toroidal instabilities so that eventually a crown structure develops. At this time high speed sub-droplet emission becomes increasingly apparent from the leading edge of the lamella with the result that it becomes difficult to identify the leading edge. Surface tension forces ultimately arrest the expansion of the main body of the film and a period of deceleration commences described as 'recession with break-up'. Subdroplet formation increases dramatically at the outset to this stage as much of the outer crown detaches itself from the receding central film. Large nodules continue to grow on the periphery of this recoiling flow until they merge with the residual core film to form a rising and swirling column of fluid. Further high-speed sub-droplet emission from the top of this body of fluid is possible and heights of many initial droplet diameters might be reached.
Numerous studies (Yokoi, 2009 ,Sikalo et al., 2005 , Pasandideh-Fard et al., 1996 , Fukai et al., 1998 , Roisman et al., 2008 for a wide range of We and capillary numbers Ca, where
in which µ is the viscosity, have generally confirmed the success of incorporating an empirical model for the dynamic contact angle into VOF (Volume of Fluid) and level-set numerical codes. The present investigation is one of the first to do likewise for liquid mercury possibly on account of the fact that the full droplet impact life cycle requires considerable computational resources. Figure 1 shows a schematic of the experimental setup designed to observe mercury droplets impacting upon a dry solid surface. Initially, a micro-pipette (NICHIRYO, NPX-10) with a tip diameter of 0.5 mm is used to generate approximately spherical liquid droplets of volume 7.5 µl and diameter approximately 2.4 mm. More precisely, the pipette is slowly pressurized until adhesion forces are overcome and the liquid droplet emerges from the needle. During the subsequent free-fall the drops form an approximately spherical shape owing to the action of surface tension forces before eventually colliding with a flat quartz target measuring 100 mm × 100 mm × 10 mm. The smoothness of this quartz surface plays a significant role in determining the interfacial phenomena examined below and so, for reference, roughness measurements are performed using a laser microscope. Surface roughnesses of R a and R z (JIS B0601-2001) are 0.01 µm and 0.07 µm, respectively, in which the field is 281 × 210 µm 2 and the resolution is 0.01 µm.
Experimental Procedure
A transparent length of acrylic piping encloses the full length of the trajectory of the mercury droplets in order to limit the extent of mercury splashing. This protective covering has a rectangular cross-section of 135 mm × 135 mm which is significantly larger than the droplet diameter and has a negligible influence upon the droplet descent.
The details of the initial deposition and subsequent spreading of the droplets on the quartz surface are observed from the side using a high-speed video camera (NAC, Memrecamfx RX-6) with illumination provided by a 250 W metal halide lamp (NAC, UF3250NAC). Images are recorded at a frame rate of 10000 frames/s (resolution of 512 × 248 pixels) with exposure time set to 0.1 ms. Activation of the camera occurs when the falling droplet crosses the line of sight of a fiber optic sensor (KEYENCE, FU-E11) located approximately 150 mm above the target. Subsequent droplet behavior is examined in some detail for two particular lengths of acrylic pipe, namely 300 mm and 1300 mm. For each of the two heights the droplet impact and related measurements are repeated ten times with the result that the averaged values shown in Table 1 are obtained. Furthermore, the impact force throughout the droplet motion is measured by a load transducer made from a PVDF film. In addition to demonstrating qualitative droplet behavior it is also possible to generate quantitative spread diameter data by tracking the (approximately circular) lamella rim up to the point of arrest. A comparison with simulation is presented later in Sec. 6. Constructing an empirical model for the dynamic contact angle θ d for the air-quartz-mercury system ideally requires measurements that encompass the full range of contact line speeds found in the droplet impacts under consideration. In practice, however, the extent of domain and hence attainable contact line speeds is limited by the imaging apparatus. Fortunately, available measurements suggest that the advancing and receding contact angles can be described by a smoothed 'step function' analogous to the Kistler correlation (Berg, 1993) . Using this observation we employ the following formulation in this study that is dependent solely upon the contact line velocity U cl namely
where a, b and c are parameters optimized according to a best fit with measured contact angle data. In the arrangement of Fig. 1 , measurements of θ d are made by allowing mercury droplets to roll along the surface of the quartz target of Fig. 1 at various angles of inclination. The spatial resolution of the recorded images is approximately 30 µm/pixel and is sufficiently high to allow for reasonable spline-fits to be made by the DropSnake plugin of ImageJ (Abràmoff et al., 2004 , Stalder, 2008 . Subsequently, both advancing and receding contact angle estimates can be obtained from inspection of the gradients of the fits at the quartz surface. The corresponding contact line speed is obtained from the time derivative of the position data at the leading edge of the lamella.
Equations
In the VOF framework a mixture-averaged approach is employed to describe both the properties and fluid equations for two incompressible and immiscible liquids. The composition of this mixture at any location is represented by the phase-fraction α whose limits {0, 1} correspond to pure air and mercury respectively. The equation describing α is obtained from the requirement of mass conservation and may be expressed as follows
in which U is the average velocity of the mixture satisfying the incompressibility condition
Ideally, the interfacial region should be satisfactorily resolved to allow for the accurate determination of related surface tension forces, particularly during the spread phase of the lamella, cf. Sec. 5. With this goal in mind, therefore, an additional convection term (Weller, 2006 ) is introduced in Eq. (4) to yield the following, namely
so that the extra term ∇ · (U c α (1 − α)) is both conservative and bounded away from the interface for α → 0, and 1. Taken together these two features ensure that the additional convection term has a zero net integrated effect on a sufficiently refined mesh. The velocity U c appearing in Eq. (6) is specified to act normally to the interface and so promote efficient compression there and can be implemented as
which has the useful property that it remains bounded for arbitrary c α .
The surface tension forces are conveniently implemented by means of a continuum model (or CSF, 'Continuum Surface Model') (Brackbill et al., 1992) f σ so that we may write
where κ = −∇ · n s is the curvature and n s = ∇α/|∇α| is the unit normal to surfaces of constant α. The density of the mixture is defined in terms of α and β (= 1 − α) and is given by
in which the suffix β corresponds to air in the present case. The average density of Eq. (9) may now be employed to formulate an averaged momentum equation for the mixture so that
where p d is the dynamic pressure and g is the gravitational force acting in theẑ direction. The static pressure contribution satisfies
but which is not solved for since only pressure differences (with respect to a static background pressure gradient) are required to specify the velocity distribution in incompressible flows. For reference, however, we note that a total pressure can be recovered from
The stress term τ appearing in Eq. (10) is Newtonian and is represented by where µ is the laminar mixture viscosity defined as
It remains then to specify the pressure p d of Eq. (10) and conventionally this is done by using the incompressibility condition Eq. (5).
Numerical Method

OpenFOAM's interFoam
In this study droplet motions are simulated using OpenFOAM's (version 1.6) incompressible VOF (Volume of Fluid) solver called interFoam in conjunction with the empirical expression for the dynamic contact angle Eq. (3) of the mercuryquartz-air system (OpenFOAM, 2013) . The solver employs the novel interface-tightening of Eq. (6) that is particularly suited (Deshpande et al., 2012) to modeling the inertia-dominant flow of the current study. Mesh construction in this case is therefore relatively straightforward and compares favourably to more complex adaptive-mesh approaches.
Simulating all the stages of droplet deposition, spread, and subsequent recession requires a highly refined mesh that is sufficient to resolve both the lamella thickness up to the point of arrest and, additionally, the interfacial region separating the air and mercury phases. In the case of a static grid, as opposed to an adaptive moving mesh (Berger, 1984) , the size becomes truly prohibitive when we seek further to resolve three-dimensional effects such as the Worthington (1895) and Thoroddsen and Sakakibara (1998) fingering patterns, crown formation and the rotational behavior of the remaining subdroplets. Consideration therefore is restricted to an axisymmetric simulation which is anticipated to reasonably describe the initial phases of 'deposition' and 'spread'.
OpenFOAM's interFoam essentially consists of a nested loop structure in which multiple pressure correction is applied at every time-step. For the outer loop the time-step ∆t is determined from the maximum Courant number Co constraint namely,
in which ∆ corresponds to the finest mesh spacing. Over this time interval the phase-fraction equation Eq. (4) is solved and the momentum equation Eq. (10) constructed (for use in pressure correction later) and optionally solved for. Subsequently, the inner loop or PISO (pressure-implicit with splitting of operators) corrector is applied to estimate the pressure from Eq. (5) (Issa, 1986) . The number of correctors in this inner iteration is increased until the instability resulting from the pressure-velocity coupling is overcome (3 ∼ 5 appears to be satisfactory). Figure 2 shows a plot of the measured data for the dynamic contact angle in the quartz-air-mercury system over a range of advancing and receding contact line velocities U cl . The spread of the data suggests errors of approximately ±10
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• for abs(U cl ) 0.4 m/s which are somewhat larger than those obtained by Konduru (2010) for correspondingly large dynamic contact angles on a GDL (Gas Diffusion Layer). In that investigation a syringe pump is employed to slowly inject and withdraw water on various coarse GDLs that produce a wide range of advancing and receding contact angles comparable to those employed in the current study. However, greater uncertainty is anticipated in our measurements owing to the fact that surface equilibriation is not possible while the liquid mercury droplet is accelerating down an incline under gravity.
As indicated towards the end of Sec. 2, the limitations of the apparatus restrict the maximum attainable value of U cl to approximately 1 m/s, which is much less than the highest velocities observed in droplet impact simulations. However, the data suggests that both the 'maximal advancing', θ A , and 'minimal receding', θ R , dynamic contact angles are already close to their asymptotic (cf. Bussman et al., 1999) values for the highest accessible values of U cl .
A plot of the 'best fit' for Eq. (3) is also shown in Fig. 2 and predicts θ A = 156.325
• and θ R = 102.889
• in the limit of large advancing and receding contact line speeds, respectively. Alternative models to Eq. (3) might also be optimized to the available data but limited (and not definitive) experimentation shows that this form produces a slightly lower AIC (Akaike Information Criterion) number in comparison to other combinations of polynomials and 'tanh' functions (Akaike, 1974) . The derived values for θ A and θ R can be used to evaluate the dynamic contact angle correlation of Berg (1993) which is defined by
and where f (x) is the Hoffman empirical function given by In interFoam the contact line speed is estimated by projecting the velocity of adjacent cells onto the quartz surface in a direction that is normal to the lamella rim. Conveniently, this approach side-steps the singularity issue at the contact line where a non-slip boundary condition is applied. Roisman et al. (2008) suggests, however, that such projection methods may significantly underestimate the actual contact line speed when the characteristic contact angle is quite large (> 90
• ), as is the case for mercury. This appears to pertain to relatively low speed droplet impacts in which Stokes flow conditions apply to at least several cells away from the contact line. In the current context, however, the flow is inertially-dominant for much of the droplet motion and, as shown in Sec. 6, the simulation results for the evolution of spread diameter agree fairly closely with those from experiment. The dynamic contact angle determined from Eq. (3) is subsequently employed to correct the direction of the unit normal n s = ∇α/|∇α|, and so modify the curvature term κ appearing in Eq. (8). The surface tension force resulting from this modification now feeds back into the pressure equation to yield appropriate changes in U and p d . At no stage throughout this procedure is knowledge of the precise location of the contact line required. Furthermore, the value of the phase-fraction α at the surface can be arbitrary in this scheme. For convenience then, the following boundary condition is applied:
where n surface is a unit vector normal to the solid quartz surface.
Mesh
Simulating the full life cycle of a droplet impact requires the air-mercury interface to be sufficiently resolved at all times in order to allow for the accurate computation of related surface tension forces. An initial estimate for the necessary resolution can be first obtained by calculating the lamella thickness corresponding to the maximum spread diameter from a combination of mass and energy conservation arguments. This approximation must then be modified to take account of the surface capillary waves that propagate between the contact line and droplet center and which, according to the simulations, may further reduce the minimum equilibrium thickness by up to 50%. A satisfactory resolution is obtained when at least several (∼ 5) cells span this final estimate for the minimum film thickness. If the grid is too coarse there will be a tendency for the spreading lamella to eventually develop spurious holes which are not apparent in any of the experiments for the range of impact speeds considered. At much higher impact speeds there should become a point where hole formation becomes equi-probable with maintaining a film structure. Dhiman and Chandra (2010) considered this transition for water droplets impacting on various types of surfaces and compared experimental observations with the theoretical work of Sharma and Ruckenstein (1989) for stationary films. In the latter, a thermodynamic stability analysis suggests that materials with large (or small) contact angles tend to be more stable to film rupture than those with intermediate values. The droplet experiments of Dhiman and Chandra (2010) confirm that this is also true for film deposition following high impact speeds (> 10m/s). However, neither study is able to predict the initial hole diameter and thus cannot produce a useful stability criterion for film thickness. Currently then, it seems that experiments will in general be necessary to guide simulations about the likelihood of film rupture.
At the point of lamella arrest the azimuthal variations in the outer crown and related 'finger formation' (Thoroddsen and Sakakibara, 1998) are clearly evident in the experiments but whose features cannot be described by corresponding axisymmetric simulations. The latter do however capture the key aspects of outer wall detachment followed by rapid recoil and further break-up. The only mesh-related requirement during this final stage of the motion, therefore, is that the computational domain be large enough to prevent unstable velocity growth at the 'atmospheric'-type boundary. In Sec. 6 the full life cycle of a droplet impact is modelled for the slowest of the impact speeds considered, i.e. 2.42 m/s, in order to reduce the mesh-size requirement as much as possible. The minimum film thickness in this case is estimated to be 0.05 mm which implies a mesh resolution of 200 cells/mm should be adequate. In OpenFOAM axisymmetric computations are implemented by solving the relevant equations of motion on a thin wedge-shaped mesh while ignoring any azimuthal variation. Accordingly, a suitable computational wedge domain is implemented (using an enclosed angle of 5
• ) that reduces as much 'dead space' as possible, cf. Fig. 4 , and where the total number of cells is 367, 500. Substituting for ∆ and U in Eq. (15), using the estimates for resolution and impact speed, yields ∆t ∼ 10 −6 secs.
In practice it is found that ∆t ∼ 10 −7 secs which reflects the higher characteristic speeds associated with the surrounding air and the droplet capillary wave motions. The impact force data shown in Table 2 is obtained over a timescale of d 0 /U, where d 0 is the initial droplet diameter and U is the incident speed, during which time the flow is primarily inertial. For these cases the mesh resolution requirement can be relaxed somewhat but should at least yield a ∆t from Eq. (15) that is comparable with the frequency at which corresponding measurements are made.
Results
Sample images taken during the full cycle of droplet deposition, spread and recession are presented in Fig. 5 for a droplet impact speed of 2.42 m/s. Before the point of arrest at approximately t =4.2 ms the rim of the lamella progressively thickens and exhibits azimuthal 'finger formation' (Worthington, 1895, Thoroddsen and Sakakibara, 1998) that is thought to derive from toroidal bending perturbations at the contact line (Yarin, 2006) . These thicker fingers are decelerated less rapidly than the main body of the lamella and eventually fragment at their tips owing to dewetting. The rapid conversion of surface to kinetic energy as the tip evolves to a sphere results in the ejection of subdroplets at speeds that can be quite high during the early stages of lamella spread. This behaviour changes beyond the point of arrest where finger formation in the receding and thickening lamella now becomes more pronounced and subdroplets are ejected at slower speeds.
The star-shaped lamella eventually converges upon itself near to the original point of impact, cf. , and proceeds to generate an upswell there. This rising flow assumes the form of a swirling and uneven column of liquid that accelerates upwards. As this structure elongates and thins, Plateau-Rayleigh fingering instabilities promote the ejection of small sub-droplets from the top which may reach heights many multiples of the original droplet diameter. Much larger irregularly-shaped blobs can also detach themselves from the column during this time, possibly owing to the presence of swirl which accelerates the thinning and hence fragmentation of the liquid column. After sufficient deceleration, this residual core falls back to the quartz surface whereupon further fragmentation into several blobs may occur.
Figures 6 and 7 illustrate the results for an axisymmetric computation using the same initial impact speed of 2.42 m/s as that employed in the experiment of Fig. 5 . In this simulation the initial descent is relatively short so that the ambient airflow produces a negligibly small deformation in the droplet surface. Furthermore, since We 1 the effect of any trapped air at the point of impact is expected to have only a minimal effect during the initial stages of deposition and spread. As noted previously in Sec. 5, a mesh comprising 367, 500 hexahedral cells is employed in the calculation and requires approximately 54 hours to simulate 35 ms on Silicon Graphics International 's AltixICE 8400EX (Silicon Graphics, 2013) for which the specifications are CPU: Intel Xeon X5570 2.93GHz processors: 128 nodes (1024cores) interconnect: Infiniband DDR x2/node Figure 6 shows a summary of the simulation results for the initial deposition phase and which exhibit qualitative agreement with the corresponding experimental images of Fig. 5 . The notable difference between the two sets of images, however, is the presence of a more pronounced thickening of the leading edge of the lamella in the experiment which is associated with finger formation. As noted previously, such an effect likely originates from toroidal bending perturbations that cannot be accounted for by the axisymmetric computations. Figure 8 provides quantitative confirmation that the evolution of the spread diameter in the simulation closely matches that of experiment up to the point of arrest at t ∼ 4.2 ms. The progressive retardation of the experimental curve with respect to simulation data suggests a growing influence of Tracking the 'leading edge' of the lamella at times close to the point of arrest becomes problematic for both experiment and simulation in this case owing to dewetting and subsequent sub-droplet ejection. To clarify, the 'leading edge' in the current context refers to that of the central body of fluid identified as the lamella. A convenient test (based on the VOF distribution of a thin film) may be constructed to analyze the simulation data and so produce the fairly smooth curve shown in Fig. 8 . By contrast, the tracking algorithm in the DropSnake plugin of ImageJ (Abràmoff et al., 2004 , Stalder et al., 2008 struggles to identify the leading edge as the image becomes increasingly swamped with sub-droplets. This accounts for the sharp drop in the experimental tracking data shown in Fig. 8 owing to the delay in identifying the correct leading edge. This situation contrasts with corresponding studies (Fukai, et al., 1995 , Roisman et al., 2002 in which water and water/glycerine droplets are used and where subdroplet formation is minimal so that the leading edge is clearly identifiable. Up to t ∼ 10 ms, corresponding to the onset of upswell, both the experimental and simulation curves are largely compatible. Beyond this stage, however, there is an increasing discrepancy between the two owing to the presence of significant swirling motions in the experiment. In Fig. 9 the available numerical data for U = 4.8 m/s is limited to the deposition timescale (cf. Fig. 11 ) since the the computational domain required to model all the stages of deposition, spread, recession and 'bounce' would be excessively large in this case. Fig. 9 also indicates that the corresponding experimental data during the recession phase is much 'cleaner' than that of Fig. 8 owing to the generation of smaller-sized subdroplets (originating from a thinner lamella) that allow for easier identification of the lamella edge.
The simulated results for the impulsive forces acting on the quartz target are found to be consistent with the estimated initial droplet momenta as is shown in Table for two typical impact speeds. More precise details of impact force evolution are provided by Figs. 10 and 11 in which both the simulated and experimental profiles are presented. We note that the peak values of the latter are delayed with respect to the corresponding simulations owing to the finite deformation, and hence relaxation timescale, of the PVDF sensor during impact. The 'red' and 'blue' simulation profiles of Figs. 10 and 11 illustrate the role of surface tension and how it provides the droplet with rigidity so that greater impulsive pressures are exerted at the quartz surface compared to the case when it is absent (actually, a small finite value to avoid singular behaviour, σ ∼ 10 −8 N/m).
The experimental PVDF profile is commensurate with simulation at the lower impact speed of U = 2.42 m/s in Fig. 10 but not so at the higher speed of U = 4.8 m/s in Fig. 11 . One possible explanation for this is that there is a range of impact forces over which the sensor response is nonlinear resulting in an impedance mismatch. By contrast, the standard 'ball drop' calibration method (Soyama, et al., 1998 ) is performed at much higher impulsive momenta located deep within the linear region so that the resulting data may be inconsistent with the output generated at much lower droplet impact forces. (We note that steadily increasing the size and speed of the impacting mercury droplets does eventually yield a more consistent PVDF response but corresponding numerical simulations would be prohibitively large and, furthermore, the initial shape at impact could not be guaranteed to be regular. Additionally too, droplets of such a size and speed fall outside the characteristic values we wish to consider in this study.) Bearing these aspects in mind then, sample averages of the peak force results are provided in Table 2 for reference. 
Conclusion
Low speed (< 5 m/s) impacts of liquid mercury droplets on a quartz target exhibit four identifiable stages in their flow evolution namely, deposition, spread, recession with break-up, and finally bounce. Surface tension effects become rapidly apparent in this sequence of events commencing with the formation of a crown structure at the leading edge of the expanding lamella during the 'spread phase'. Subsequently, they proceed to dominate the remainder of the flow by promoting dewetting and 'break-up' and then eventually a final 'bounce' of the residual core.
With the exception of the formation and subsequent break-up of the toroidal crown structure, a high resolution axisymmetric computation using OpenFOAM's interFoam is able to capture many of the principal features of droplet evolution summarized above. This is made possible by formulating a novel empirical model for the dynamic contact angle obtained from data extending over an accessible range of advancing and receding contact-line speeds. Lamella diameter measurements for much of the 'spread' phase show good agreement with corresponding simulation values. The subsequent features of arrest, 'recession with break-up' and then 'bounce' are also present in the simulated results and occur at times consistent with those recorded in experiment.
Some corroboration of interFoam's estimate for the peak impact force is provided by experiment at low characteristic droplet impact speeds. However, at higher typical speeds the measured data from the PVDF force sensor yields anomalous values which are thought to arise from a growing mismatch in the impedance of the system.
In contrast to the droplet impacts considered here, the dynamic contact angle and related surface tension effects are anticipated to have a considerable influence upon erosion when cavitation bubbles collapse near to the walls of Megawattscale spallation neutron sources. These events are accompanied by high speed side-jetting whose direction is sensitive to both the prevailing flow and local surface tension forces. Such jets promote pitting at the vessel walls and hence their rapid wear. Realistic simulations for this more extreme scenario should now be possible based upon the success of formulating a dynamic contact angle model for the current droplet impact study. 
